Sandivac

Rotary Sander
SV 25

192 rpm Low Speed

SV 30

350 rpm High Speed
When you want cost-effective
vacuum sanding, you can
rely on the legendary long life
and reliability of the Polivac
Sandivac.

BEST FOR:

Commercial and
domestic
timber floors
		

Recommended
surfaces:
Timber

The Polivac
Conservation Cycle

O V E R

Y E A R S

Legendary
long life & reliability

Please see back for Features
and Technical Specifications.

Sandivac - the specialised,
heavy-duty rotary vacuum sander
Designed specially for Sanding
Contractors, the Sandivac is the
ideal machine for heavy-duty
sanding. It's feature-packed.

Designed to be simply reliable
…and serviced faster.

Three machines in one

1 Vacuum Sander
3 Stripper
Switch the vacuum motor off and Sandivac
becomes either a scrubber or stripper
– that’s increased productivity through
intelligent design.

Oil-filled, totally sealed gearbox houses the
brass helical gears delivering quiet positive
power. The sealed gearbox eliminates
contamination from dust and chemicals.
Keeps going when belt and pulley systems
have given up. More power. More
reliability. Longer life.

Floating skirt traps dust and
eliminates secondary dusting.

Technical
Specifications
MODELS

SV 25 -192 rpm Slow Speed
SV 30 - 350 rpm High Speed

MOTOR

SV25 1.1 kw (1.48hp), 50 hz
240 volt, 4 pole, 7 amps
SV30 1.5 kw (2.01hp), 50 hz,
240 volt, 2 pole, 9.8 amps

DRIVE

‘Polidrive’ Gearbox: Single 		
reduction helical gears, with 		
deep-grooved ballraces 		
Sealed and oil-filled. 		
Exclusive 2 Year ‘Polidrive’ 		
Warranty

DRIVE PAD	
speed

SV25: 192 rpm
SV30: 350 rpm

drive pad
size

40 cm (15.7”)

vacuum

300 watt long-life motor with 		
replaceable fan blades and 		
large capacity collection bag

handle

Fully height adjustable

lead

15 metre, heavy-duty, flexible, 		
safety rubber

BODY

Aluminium alloy

FINISH

Industrial enamel
and powder-coating.

WEIGHT

Machine: 38 kg (83.6 lbs)
Pad holder: 4 kg (8.8 lbs)
Handle: 7 kg (15.4 lbs)
Total machine: 49 kg (107.8 lbs)

WARRANTY

2 years on motor and gearbox.
1 year on parts.

The complete ready-to-go package
Standard with every Sandivac are all the
necessary accessories you need to start
work - straight out of the box: Instaloc-Pad
Holder, Pad and Sanding Disc.

Offset Motor for counter-balanced
starting – no kickback.

Dust-free floors first time with Polivac’s full
wrap-around skirt and powerful 300 watt
vac motor.

Large flow-through vac. channel
takes all the debris.

Exceptional balance through the offset
motor countering startup torque.
Eliminates the risk of startup surface ‘burn’
and reduces Operator fatigue.

Counter-balanced plus fully
adjustable handle

Positive Lock Clutch System

Combined with Sandivac’s offset motor for
excellent balance, the fully height adjustable
handle with safety triggers and contoured
handles makes this a dream machine to use.
Fully compliant with Occupational Health
and Safety requirements too.

Over 120 Distributors
in Australia, New Zealand
and worldwide

Sandivac’s outlet system
captures all types of
sanding debris. Large
capacity collector bag
too. Fan blades easily
removed for periodic
maintenance or
replacement.

APPROVED

PLC System holds drive board firmly
in place while allowing easy fitting and
removal of sanding discs.

Your Authorised Polivac Distributor:

Every Polivac product is backed
by a national and international
network, so you can be confident
of service, repairs or parts supply
being turned around ...fast!

You can rely on Polivac’s legendary long life and reliability!

Increased productivity
through intelligent design
49 Henderson Street
North Melbourne, Victoria
AUSTRALIA 3051
Telephone: (613) 9329 0700
Fax: (613) 9329 7707
Email: polivac@polivac.com.au

www.polivac.com.au
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